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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Hana Cross is ready for her close-up as the new face of Korean beauty-inspired brand Bershka.  The 22-year-old model and girlfriend of Brooklyn Beckham is seen here in a series of headshots striking sultry poses.  She has also recorded a bunch of make-up tutorials to launch the brand?s new beauty line.  Made in Europe and inspired by Bershka?s love of Korean beauty (or K-Beauty), the range includes nail polish, lip balm, mascara, lipstick and more.  British-born Hana started dating Brooklyn earlier this year.  A spokesperson fro Bershka said: ?We believe you should feel good about yourself, be whatever you want to be. You have the power to shine, to write your own story. You are unstoppable. We love you.?.  05 Jun 2019  Pictured: Hana Cross is the new face of Korean beauty inspired brand Bershka.  Photo credit: Bershka/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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